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Abstract

The elimination of induction variables and the parallelization of reductions in FORTRAN pro-
grams has been shown to be integral to performance improvement on parallel computers [9, 10]. As
part of the Polaris project, compiler passes that recognize these idioms have been implemented and
evaluated. Developing these techniques to the point necessary for achieving signi�cant speedups
on real applications has prompted solutions to problems that have not been addressed in previous
reports. These include analysis capabilities to disprove zero-trip loops, symbolic handling facilities
to compute closed forms of recurrences, and interfaces to other compilation passes, such as the data-
dependence test. In comparison, the analysis phase of induction variables, which has received most
attention so far, has turned out to be relatively straightforward.

1 Introduction

The parallelization of loops requires resolution of many types of data dependences ([2], [5], [17]). In
particular, cross-iteration dependences caused by inductions may prohibit parallel execution. Induction
variable substitution is an important technique for resolving certain classes of such dependences. In
addition, induction solution provides the environment within which privatization of arrays can take
place. In the presence of induction variables in array subscripts, induction solution is a prerequisite to
the resolution of cross-iteration dependences on array accesses. When combined with array privatization,
induction variable substitution becomes a powerful tool for removing cross-iteration dependences [18].

Current compilers are able to handle induction statements with loop invariant right hand sides in
multiply nested \rectangular" loops. In our manual analysis of programs we have found three additional
important cases: one, when induction variables appear in the right hand side increment of other induction
variables, termed coupled induction variables; two, when induction variables occur within triangular loop
nests1; and three, when inductions form a geometric series, termed multiplicative inductions.

When an anti-output-ow dependence occurs which cannot be solved by induction substitution there
is still opportunity for parallelism using techniques for solving reductions in parallel. Current compilers
are able to solve simple scalar reductions and in some cases, single dimensional array reductions with
invariant indices. Based on work completed in [10], however, two additional classes of reductions were
determined important: single address reductions, which occur on a scalar or on an array of one or more
dimensions with loop invariant indices; and histogram reductions, which occur on arrays with loop variant
indices.

�This work is supported by the National Security Agency and by Army contract #DABT63-92-C-0033. This work is
not necessarily representative of the positions or policies of the Army or the Government.

1In triangular loop nests, inner loop bounds depend on outer loop indices
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2 Problem Presentation

2.1 What is Induction Variable Substitution?

A class of inductions important to the parallelization of the the Perfect Club Benchmarks R[3] are termed
coupled inductions. For example:

K1 = 0
K2 = 0
Do I = 1; N

Do J = 1; I
K1 = K1 + 1
A(K2) = 0

EndDo
K2 = K2 +K1

EndDo

Here the induction variableK2 is dependent on the triangular induction variableK1. After induction
variable substitution, the above becomes:

K1 = 0
K2 = 0
DoAll I = 1; N

DoAll J = 1; I
K1private = J + (I2 � I)=2
A(((I3 + 2 � I)=3 � I)=2) = 0

EndDo
K2private = ((I3 + 2 � I)=3� I)=2

EndDo

A second class of inductions determined important in [10] involve multiplicative inductions2. For
example:

K = 1
Do I = 1; N

K = K � 2
A(K) = 0

EndDo

After induction solution, the above becomes:

K = 1
DoAll I = 1; N

Kprivate = 2 � 2((�1)+I)

A(Kprivate) = 0
EndDo

Collectively, these classes of inductions are a subset of a larger class termed Generalized Induction
Variables, or GIVs.

2Important in the Perfect Club Benchmark code OCEAN [14]
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2.2 What is Reduction Recognition?

Consider the following example code where A may be either scalar or multidimensional, � may be a
multivariate function of the loop indice(s), and � is any symbolic expression:3:

Do I = 1; N
� � �
A(�(i; : : :)) = A(�(i; : : :)) + �
� � �

EndDo

Given that A is not referenced in either � or �, these reductions can be solved in several ways, one
of which we term privatized reductions:

DoAll I = 1; N
begin preamble

lb = min(�(1 : n))
ub = max(�(1 : n))
Aprivate(lb : ub) = 0

end preamble
� � �
Aprivate(�(i; : : :)) = Aprivate(�(i; : : :)) + �
� � �
begin postamble

begin critical section
A(lb : ub) = A(lb : ub) +Aprivate(lb : ub)

end critical section
end postamble

EndDo

Here we have de�ned a prologue to the loop termed a preamble which contains code executed once
per participating processor. Likewise, there is a postamble which is executed by each processor upon
completion of its slice of the iteration space. The array Aprivate is initialized in the preamble from lb to
ub. The total size of this range is determined symbolically based on the access pattern to the array A.
Similarly, A is reduced across processors in the postamble.

Additional speedup comes from the fact that the accesses to Aprivate will be local in nature on
architectures where the memory is physically distributed4. On the other hand, on an architecture in
which the memory is not distributed5, array expansion removes the need for synchronization in the
postamble:

lb = min(�(1 : n))
ub = max(�(1 : n))
DoAll I = lb; ub

Do J = 1; Pmax

Aexpanded(i; j) = 0
EndDo

EndDo

3For the sake of clarity all examples shown involve single dimensional arrays
4e.g., the Convex Exemplar
5e.g., the SGI Challenge
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DoAll I = 1; N
� � �
Aexpanded(�(i; : : :); Pk) = Aexpanded(�(i; : : :); Pk) + �
� � �

EndDo
DoAll I = lb; ub

Do J = 1; Pmax

A(i) = A(i) + Aexpanded(i; j)
EndDo

EndDo

Here Pk refers to the processor currently executing in a given iteration and Pmax refers to the number
of processors executing in parallel. The initialization and �nal reduction can both be executed in parallel.

3 Implementation

The induction substitution and reduction recognition passes are implemented on a basic infrastructure
provided by the Polaris compiler development environment [7].

Within Polaris, access to the internal program representation is controlled through a data-abstraction
mechanism. Operations built onto the internal representation are de�ned such that the programmer is
prevented from violating its structure or leaving it in an incorrect state at any point during a trans-
formation. The system also guarantees the correctness of all control ow information. This is realized
through automatic incremental updates of this information as a transformation proceeds [4].

3.1 Induction Variable Substitution

The simplest case of an induction variable takes the form:

iv = iv + constant

and is handled well by existing parallelizing compilers.
In the more general case considered here, induction variables may take the form:

ivi = ivi f�; �g f(ivj ; ivk; : : : ; invariant1; invariant2; : : : ; loop indexi; loop indexj ; : : :)

The induction variable on the left, ivi, may be coupled with one or more induction variables when
the operation is f+g or f-g6. The remaining portion of the right hand side increment is a multivariate
function of the enclosing loop indices and other loop invariant variables. In the current implementation
the presence of ow control statements other than DO cause a candidate to be rejected. The �rst step
of our algorithm recognizes induction variables that match this pattern.

In a second step, the calculation of the closed form of an induction variable involves a sweep through
the statements of the loop. The algorithm recurses upon encountering an inner loop. As the sweep
proceeds through each statement, two expressions are formed that represent the increment incurred by
the induction variable { relative to the loop start { at the beginning of each loop iteration and at the
loop exit, respectively.

In the following discussion we consider a loop nest containing an induction variable iv. Loop L has n
iterations and the variable iter denotes the current iteration (from 1 to n). The �rst and last statements
of loop L are labeled loopentry and loopexit, respectively.

6i != fj,k,...g
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De�nition 1

Given a loop L, the total increment  Liv (iter) of the additive induction variable iv in a single
iteration of the body of L is de�ned as:

 Liv (iter) =

loop exitX

s=loop entry

increments to iv in statement s

Here s iterates over the statements in loop L from loop entry to loop exit. The increment to iv is
zero if s is not an induction statement. Inner loops are considered a single (compound) statement
and their increment is determined using De�nition 3.

De�nition 2

The increment at the beginning of iteration i of the additive induction variable iv is de�ned as:

i@iLiv =
i�1X

iter=1

 Liv (iter)

Here  Liv (iter) is summed over the iteration space of L from the �rst to the i � 1th iteration.

De�nition 3

The increment of the additive induction variable iv upon completion of loop L is de�ned as:

i@nLiv =
nX

iter=1

 Liv (iter)

Here we are summing  Liv (iter) over the entire iteration space of L from 1 to n.

Similar de�nitions hold for multiplicative induction variables.

3.1.1 Zero Trip Test

If the upper bound of a loop is less than the lower bound then the loop does not get executed and, hence,
the induction variable does not get modi�ed. Because of this, computing the closed form as described
could lead to incorrect results. For example, the following transformation is only correct for n � 0.

ind=0

DO i=1,n

iv=iv+2

a(iv)=...

ENDDO

print *,iv

)

DO i=1,n

a(i*2) = ...

ENDDO

print *,n*2

Our algorithm handles this zero trip problem with new techniques developed in [6] known as Sym-
bolic Range Propagation. Thanks to these techniques we were able to prove in all crucial cases of our
application test suite that loops do not have zero trips. The notion of an exact zero trip is important in
practice:
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De�nition

Given upper and lower loop bounds UB and LB, an exact zero-trip is executed when UB =
LB � 1.

Intuitively, one would assume that UB � LB needs to be true for induction variable substitution to
be valid. In other words, if the loop upper bound is greater than or equal to the lower bound, then i@n
is correct. However, on closer inspection of the formulas it can be seen that the closed form expressions
are still correct when UB � LB � 1.

As an example, consider the following loop which results from peeling the �rst iteration of loop 290
of OLDA do300 in the Perfect Club Benchmark TRFD [15]7:

DO 291 K=I+1,N

DO 281 L=1,K

M = M + 1

281 XIJKL(M) = XKL(L)

291 CONTINUE

The last value i@nKm of the induction variable m after loop K is:

i@nKm =
nX

k0=i+1

k0 = (n+ n2 � i � i2)=2

When I = N in the last iteration of an enclosing loop with index I (not shown), i@nKm � 0, and
as a result, the contribution of i@nKm to i@nIm is also 0. This preserves the semantics of the original
untransformed K loop nest.

3.1.2 Wrap Around Variables

A wrap around variable is classically de�ned as a variable which takes on the value of an induction
variable after one iteration of a loop [16]. There is at least one important case in the Perfect Club
Benchmarks where a wrap around variable of this type occurs as the bound of a loop containing an
induction site. This wrap around variable must be recognized as such in order to solve the induction at
the level of the enclosing loop.

Loop 280 in OLDA do300 contains an example of such a wrap around variable:

LMIN=MJ

LMAX=MI

DO 290 MK=MI,MORB

DO 280 ML=LMIN,LMAX

MIJKL=MIJKL+1

280 XIJKL(MIJKL)=XKL(ML)

LMIN=1

LMAX=MK+1

290 CONTINUE

The variable LMAX takes the value MI initially, and from then on takes the value of the 290 loop
index MK. In addition to this wrap around variable which takes on the value of an induction variable,
the lower bound of loop 280 also takes on a constant value after one iteration.

7The necessity of this peeling is discussed in the following section
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The recognition of both of these wrap around variables can be accomplished by representing the
program in SSA form and using back substitution [19] based on techniques discussed in [21].

Simple techniques such as these are su�cient to recognize the wrap around variable patterns that we
found in our test suite. More sophisticated recognition techniques will be discussed in Section 5.

3.2 Reduction Recognition

The �rst step in the solution of parallel reductions is recognition of potential reductions { typically
accumulation operations, such as sum(x) = sum(x) + <expression>. Following this, a second, data-
dependence test pass analyzes these candidate reductions to determine if they are indeed reductions
[5]. If the data-dependence test can prove independence (i.e., the accumulation operation uses di�erent
elements of the array sum() in each loop iteration), the candidate reduction ag is removed from this
variable.

Finally, a transformation stage dependent on architectural considerations generates either blocked,
privatized, or expanded reductions.

Recognition The algorithm for recognizing reductions searches for assignment statements of the form:

A(�(i; j; k; : : :)) = A(�(i; j; k; : : :)) � expression

where i; j; k; : : : are loop indices, A may be a multi-dimensional array, � and expression are any symbolic
expressions, neither � nor expression contain a reference to A, A is not referenced elsewhere in the loop
outside of de�nition-use pairs in other reduction statements, and � may be null (i.e., A is scalar).

The algorithm recognizes potential reductions which fall into the two classes of histogram reductions
(where � is loop-variant) and single address reductions (where � is loop-invariant). The reduction
recognition pass of Polaris is based on powerful pattern matching primitives that are part of the Polaris
FORBOL environment [20].

Transformation In the transformation stage, three di�erent types of parallel reductions can be gen-
erated. They are termed blocked, privatized, and expanded. All three schemes take advantage of the
fact that the sum operation is mathematically commutative and associative, and thus the accumulation
statement sequence can be reordered. In practice this can lead to roundo� errors; however, in our ex-
periments we have not found this to be a problem. In the event that roundo� does become a problem,
our compiler includes a switch that allows the user to disable the transformation.

The �rst scheme, termed blocked, involves the insertion of synchronization primitives around each
reduction statement, making the sum operation atomic. For example, consider the following code frag-
ment:

DOALL I = 1; N
� � �
begin critical section

sum = sum +A(I)
end critical section
� � �

EndDo

This is an elegant solution where the architecture provides fast synchronization operations. However,
in the machines used in our experiments the synchronization overhead was high, and as a result we
focussed our e�orts on the following two methods.

In privatized reductions, shadow variables of the reduction variable that are private to each processor
are created and used in the reduction statements instead of the original sum variable. The partial sums
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accumulated by these variables are initialized to zero at loop start and summed up at the end of the loop.
In this way, the loop may now be executed in a parallel doall fashion without the need for synchronization
other than the sum across processors executed prior to loop exit. Furthermore, on non-uniform memory
access architectures, locality of reference is improved because the partial sum variable is private to each
processor. In our current implementation, the global sum at the loop end is done using synchronization
primitives. An example of privatized reductions was discussed in Section 2.2.

The third scheme, termed expanded reductions is similar to the second scheme, but collects the
partial sums in a shared array that has an additional dimension equal to the number of processors
executing in parallel. All reduction variables are replaced by references to this new, global array, and
the newly created dimension is indexed by the processor number executing the current iteration. Similar
to privatized reductions, the loop may be executed fully in parallel. This scheme does not need any
synchronization in the parallel loop. Instead, the partial sums are combined in a separate loop following
the original one. For histogram reductions this loop can be executed in parallel as well, as shown in the
example in Section 2.2. The following fragment extracted from the Perfect Club Benchmark code MDG
exempli�es this solution method:

SUBROUTINE INTERF(X, Y, Z, FX, FY, FZ, XM, YM, ZM, VIR)

...

POINTER (PTR1,FX0)

CPUVAR = MP_NUMTHREADS()

PTR1 = MALLOC(24*CPUVAR+(-8)*NATOMS*CPUVAR+8*NATOMS*NMOL*CPUVAR)

...

C$DOACROSS LOCAL(I,TPINIT),SHARE(FX0)

DO I = 1, CPUVAR, 1

DO TPINIT = 1, 3+(-1)*NATOMS+NATOMS*NMOL, 1

FX0(TPINIT, I) = 0.0

ENDDO

...

ENDDO

C$DOACROSS LOCAL(I,J,G110,G23,G45,GG0),SHARE(FX0)

CSRD$ LOOPLABEL 'INTERF_do1000'

DO I = 1, NMOL1, 1

PROCID = MP_MY_THREADNUM()+1

CSRD$ LOOPLABEL 'INTERF_do1100'

DO J = 1, NMOL+(-1)*I, 1

...

S1: FX0(2+(-1)*NATOMS+I*NATOMS, PROCID) = FX0(2+(-1)*NATOMS+I*NATOM

*S, PROCID)+GG0(11)+GG0(12)+G110+C1*G23

S2: FX0(2+(-1)*NATOMS+I*NATOMS+J*NATOMS, PROCID) = FX0(2+(-1)*NATOM

*S+I*NATOMS+J*NATOMS, PROCID)+(-1)*GG0(13)+(-1)*GG0(14)+(-1)*G110+(

*-1)*C1*G45

...

ENDDO

ENDDO

DO I = 1, CPUVAR, 1

DO TPINIT = 1, 3+(-1)*NATOMS+NATOMS*NMOL, 1

FX(TPINIT) = FX(TPINIT)+FX0(TPINIT, I)

ENDDO

...

ENDDO

CALL FREE(PTR1)
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...

RETURN

END

This example is drawn from code generated by Polaris for the shared-memory multi-processor SGI
Challenge. Note that the index in the �rst dimension of FX0 in statement S1 is loop invariant, whereas
the same index varies in statement S2. Due to the combination of both variant and invariant indices,
the reduction on FX0 has been classi�ed as a histogram reduction. Finally, note the processor id procid
used to index the second, expanded dimension of FX0 in both statements.

One issue in implementingmethods two and three is to determine the size of the partial sum variables
for histogram reductions. This is a non-trivial problem in symbolic analysis and is currently handled by
the same techniques used in the zero-trip test, Symbolic Range Propagation [6]. The range accessed by
each reduction statement is determined using interprocedural symbolic analysis, and the resulting ranges
are merged to give an overall range. This merged range is then used to allocate the correct amount of
memory for the expanded or privatized array. It is also used as the loop upper bound in the initialization
and �nal reduction phases prior to and following the parallel loop.

4 Evaluation

In this section we will discuss two codes taken from the Perfect Club Benchmarks and one additional
code which is a candidate for membership in the newly created HPSC/SPEC8 suite.

From the Perfect Club Benchmarks, we have TRFD and MDG. TRFD is an algorithm simulating
the computational aspects of a two-electron integral transformation. MDG is a molecular dynamic
simulation of a exible water molecule.

The candidate code from the HPSC/SPEC suite is TURB3D. Turb3d is a uid dynamics code capable
of solving turbulent uid ow problems. The data set size is 643 elements.

Important in terms of overall program execution time, reductions occur in conjunction with inductions
in two of the three codes under consideration:

Technique M
D
G

T
u
rb
3d

T
R
F
D

parallel reductions 6.3 4.9
induction substitution 6.3 2.7

Table 1: Speedups over serial execution time on an 8 processor set on an SGI Challenge

4.1 Timing results on the SGI Challenge

The following three tables summarize the timing results for these three benchmarks.
These timings are wall-clock execution time averaged over �ve executions made at a maximum, non-

degrading priority in timesharing mode. All parallel timing was conducted on an 8 processor processor
set.

For comparison purposes, the three benchmarks under discussion were compiled and executed using
the commercially available SGI product Power Fortran Accelerator, PFA [8].

Compilation commands were as follows: for the serial runs, \f77 -O2 -mips2"; for the Polaris parallel
runs, \f77 -mp -O2 -mips2"; and for the PFA runs, \f77 -pfa keep -O2 -mips2"9. A second batch of

8The High Performance Steering Committee of the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation
9The lower -O2 optimization was used for all compilations after I found that it produced faster code than the higher

-O3 optimization level in several cases
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wallclock seconds speedup
serial 194.03 1

SGI (PFA, default optimization) 177.20 1.10
SGI (PFA, aggressive optimization) 187.39 1.04

Polaris (with transformations) 30.41 6.38
Polaris (without reduction transformation) 1105.69 0.18
Polaris (without induction transformation) 1671.40 0.12

Table 2: Overall Program Timings and Speedup for MDG

wallclock seconds speedup
serial 21.15 1

SGI (PFA, default optimization) 95.79 0.22
SGI (PFA, aggressive optimization) 108.71 0.20
Polaris (with both transformations) 7.61 2.78

Polaris (without reduction transformation) 7.67 2.76
Polaris (without induction transformation) 226.08 0.09

Table 3: Overall Program Timings and Speedup for TRFD

wallclock seconds speedup
serial 156.72 1

SGI (PFA, default optimization) 45.84 3.42
SGI (PFA, aggressive optimization) 36.20 4.33

Polaris (with reduction transformation) 31.87 4.92
Polaris (without reduction transformation) 44.70 3.51

Table 4: Overall Program Timings and Speedup for TURB3D
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runs was made using PFA with optimization switches \-ag=a -r=3" to provide a comparison with a
commercial product using more aggressive optimizations10.

4.2 Discussion of the Major Loops

The following table shows the total amount of wall-clock time in seconds spent in the major loops of
these three codes. These results were obtained using a loop-by-loop instrumentation facility that is built
into the Polaris compiler.

loop serial parallel speedup
MDG-INTERF do1000 175.192 22.920 7.644
MDG-POTENG do2000 13.534 1.816 7.453
TRFD-OLDA do100 13.820 3.310 4.175
TRFD-OLDA do300 5.988 1.618 3.70
TURB3D-ENR do2 13.780 2.038 6.76

Table 5: Loop timings for key loops in MDG, TRFD, and TURB3D

MDG-INTERF do1000 This is the outermost loop of the subroutine INTERF, and consumes over
90% of the execution time. It is a triangular loop nest containing 18 sites of combined histogram and
single-address reductions on three di�erent arrays indexed by six di�erent additive induction variables.

The near linear speedup achieved for this loop is attributable to the solution of the additive inductions
in conjunction with reduction recognition. Polaris has applied expanded reductions for generating parallel
code, as described in Section 3.2.

In order to show the importance of these two techniques separately, timings were made by turning
o� each optimization in turn. The results are displayed in Table 2. In both cases, when either parallel
reduction solution or induction variable substitution is turned o�, this loop is not parallelized and no
speedup results.

It is interesting to note that the execution time for solving only reductions was 33% longer than that
when solving only inductions. This is because several small trip count loops in do1000 containing reduc-
tions were parallelized, incurring a large degree of overhead. These inner loops are not parallelized when
do1000 is parallelized. Nevertheless, heuristics to handle such situations better are under development.

MDG-POTENG do2000 This loop accounts for about 2% of the execution time and becomes impor-
tant once the loop INTERF do1000 is parallel. It too has a very good speedup. Like INTERF do1000,
this loop contains a combination of six interdependent additive inductions, the solution of which is a
prerequisite to doall parallelization.

The performance impacts of the two transformations individually is similar to those in loop IN-
TERF do1000.

TRFD-OLDA do100 This is the �rst loop of three contained in the subroutine OLDA, and consumes
over 65% of the execution time. This loop contains three induction variables as well as histogram
reductions which occur at two di�erent sites inside inner loops. Polaris succeeds in parallelizing this loop
{ in part due to the solution of these complex triangular inductions. Consequently, the inner loops can
be executed serially and no further reduction processing is necessary.

The separate timings resulting from turning o� each optimization in turn are displayed in Table 3.
Although do100 does contain reductions, these only become important if the inductions are not solved.

10The code was actually preprocessed with the command \pfa -ag=a -r=3" and then compiled with the same f77
command as above
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However, although these reductions are solved when induction solution is turned o�, the given data set
does not provide enough work for these parallel loops to o�set the cost of parallel execution. A 10-fold
slowdown would result.

TRFD-OLDA do300 In OLDA do300 the most complex coupled, triangular inductions occur. Re-
sponsible for 28% of the execution time of the benchmark, OLDA do300 contains three induction vari-
ables, one triangular, one doubly triangular, and one coupled, doubly triangular induction variable. This
loop also contains the wrap-around loop bounds discussed in Section 3.1.2. In addition, similar to
OLDA do100, two histogram reductions occur in this loop. Again, as in OLDA do100, reduction opera-
tions occur in inner loops that can be executed serially after parallelizing OLDA do300.

The speedup of these two loops is less than those in MDG-INTERF. One potential cause is the
complexity of the closed-form expressions used to index arrays in inner loops. While not con�rmed at
this point, applying strength reduction and loop invariant hoisting to those loops which are not chosen
to execute in parallel will likely reduce this overhead.

TURB3D-ENR do2 The �nal loop under consideration occurs in subroutine ENR do2, and accounts
for about 8.8% of the execution time of the benchmark. It contains a single-address reduction in a
quadruply nested loop. On the SGI Challenge machine, single-address reductions may be agged with
a directive, and are solved as privatized reductions by the back-end code generator. The reduction
recognition pass in Polaris agged this reduction, and the Polaris postpass generated the necessary SGI
directive to allow the solution in a privatized doall fashion.

From the comparison with the timing made with parallel reductions turned o�, it is clear that the
solution of this reduction contributes signi�cantly to the speedups achieved.

It is also interesting to note in Table 4 that this same reduction was solved by PFA using the more
aggressive compilation options \-ag=a -r=3", which allow transformations based on associativity.

5 Related Work

Induction variable substitution and parallel reductions were recognized as two of four performance-crit-
ical techniques necessary for the parallelization of the Perfect Club Benchmarks [10]. Several related
approaches to the solution of these two problems have been presented in the literature. At a high level,
all these approaches fall under the category of symbolic analysis.

Symbolic Execution Haghighat and Polychronopoulos symbolically execute loops and use �nite dif-
ference methods in conjunction with interpolation to determine the closed form for a given recurrence
[12]. The scheme executes a loop and captures di�erences in values assumed by candidate induction
variables from one iteration to the next. Di�erences of di�erences are taken as well { recursively until a
constant is obtained at depth d. These di�erences are then interpolated to �nd the closed form of the
induction variable, where the order of the derived polynomial is given by d.

The strength of this approach lies in the ability of the algorithm to handle a variety of both induction
variables and generalized induction expressions under a variety of control ow conditions.

Abstract Interpretation Harrison and Ammarguellat's approach [1] is based on abstract interpre-
tation, and represents syntactic constructs as maps from variables to expressions which encapsulate the
state prior to entry to the construct. Termed an abstract store, this map summarizes the net e�ect of a
single iteration of a given loop on each variable assigned in the loop.

Once the abstract stores have been composed across a loop body, the maps are uni�ed with pre-
de�ned templates that express various recurrence relations. A simple example of such a template is
X 7! X �K. An induction such as m = m + 1 would bind X ! m; � ! +, and K ! 1. The template
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contains a prede�ned closed form which is, in this case, X � (K �0 u), where u is the upper bound of the
loop and �0 repeats the + operation u times (equivalent to the K � u).

One of the strengths of this approach lie in its capability to recognize inductions which cross con-
ditional control ow structures. However, at the time of writing no capability was present to handle
nested loops, and it has been determined that no further work has been conducted in this direction [13].

A second feature of this approach is the uni�cation of recurrences with prede�ned templates con-
taining closed forms. The authors make the point that \This allows the scheme to be tailored to the
recognition of a variety of recurrence relations, appropriate to the particular language or applications
being compiled."

SSA Based Classi�cation Wolfe et al base their approach on the Static Single Assignment represen-
tation of the program [11]. The algorithm breaks induction variable substitution down into two phases
similar to the �rst two phases of our algorithm. During the recognition (and classi�cation) stage, the
SSA form of the graph is searched for patterns representing recurrences. A variant of Tarjan's algorithm
is used to detect strongly connected components (SCCs) in the SSA graph. An SCC which carries a
variable \around the loop" represents a sequence variable. In the base case, a basic linear induction
variable, for example, is detected when four conditions are met: �rst, it occurs in an SCC with a single
� function; second, the SCC is composed of addition or subtraction of loop invariants and other linear
variables (in conjunction with loads and stores); third, the induction variable occurs only once in the
right hand side expression of the induction statement; and fourth, no � functions occur in the SCC.

The solution method employed for basic linear induction variables is multiplication by the basic
loop counter hl, which has an initial value of 0 and is incremented by 1 each iteration. Other more
sophisticated methods are employed for polynomial and geometric induction variables11, varying from
matrix inversion to symbolic execution of the loop body.

The strength of Wolfe et al lies in their classi�cation scheme. As noted above, they have divided
the types of sequence variables into several disjoint classes. The schemes employed to classify a given
variable are based on the compilers' internal knowledge of classes of sequence variables matched against
the SCC under investigation. This scheme also is able to recognize the wrap around variables discussed
in Section 3.1.2.

As of the date of this writing, Wolfe et al are in the process of implementing the techniques necessary
to solve and substitute inductions of the form discussed in Section 3.1 [22].

Our approach Our approach di�ers from these schemes in its emphasis on the complementing ca-
pabilities an idiom substitution pass needs to have in order to achieve substantial performance gains
in real programs. While the related schemes describe sophisticated mechanisms to recognize induction
variables, we have found simple recognition schemes to be su�cient in our test suite. Instead, we have
found additional capabilities to be of primary importance: symbolic manipulation tools for generating
closed forms of induction variables, program analysis capabilities for determining and disproving zero-trip
loops, combining induction variable recognition with wrap-around variable removal, and symbolically
determining ranges of histogram reductions. Some of these capabilities are supported by other passes
available in the Polaris compiler, and hence the integration of the idiom recognition phase with these
passes was a crucial issue.

6 Conclusion

The goal of the Polaris project has been to parallelize real codes and demonstrate the parallelization
technology needed to achieve signi�cant speedups on architectures that provide a global address space.
To that end we have focussed on two techniques which were identi�ed as important in [10] { induction
variable substitution and parallel reductions.

11The induction variable types we have termed triangular and multiplicative fall into these two classes
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Our implementation con�rms the �ndings of these early studies; namely, that idiom recognition
techniques are crucial to good performance of real applications.

Furthermore we have demonstrated that the implementation of the necessary generalized forms of
induction variable and reduction handling techniques is feasible in a parallelizing compiler and that it
is possible to integrate them in such a way that the resulting compiler actually achieves substantial
performance results on real programs. This demonstration has not been made previously and it is
particularly signi�cant in that some of the transformations introduce complexities in the generated code
(i.e., non-linear expressions) that cannot be readily processed by other compilation passes.

In our evaluation we have also determined that the issue of recognizing complex recurrence patterns,
which was given much attention in related work, was not of primary concern. Instead we have found
other issues to be of critical importance, namely, the provision of symbolic computation capabilities
for handling closed forms of recurrences, determining iteration counts and variable ranges, and the
integration of the idiom recognition pass with other compilation techniques.
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